Pixel and Vector Images

Pixel or Raster Images
Photoshop Images
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Images created or saved in Photoshop are raster or pixel-based.

Pixel images are resolution dependent
Resolution dependence means a pixel or raster image cannot be scaled up
without losing image quality.
Because of resolution dependence, a Photoshop file will become “pixelated”
if scaled up or enlarged.

Rasterization
 he process of converting outlines to a pattern of dots is called rasterization.
T
Type and shapes from Illustrator can be placed in Photoshop. These vector
images can remain as vectors while working in Photoshop. This makes
uncompromised scale change possible, but vectors should be “rasterized” or
converted to pixels before final production.
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Vector Images
Illustrator Images
 ector software is also called “drawing software.”
V
Illustrator is drawing software.
Type and shape created in Illustrator are vector-based.

Vector images are resolution independent
Resolution independence means a vector image can be scaled up or down
without losing image quality.
Vectors are mathematically defined lines or paths.
These vectors may be curved or straight.
Curved paths are called Bézier curves.
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Bézier Curves and Lines
What is a Bézier curve?
Pierre Bézier (1910–1999) was a French engineer for whom
Bézier curves and paths are named. Bézier developed
this method of drawing while working for the French car
manufacturer Renault in the late 1960s. The computer drawing
technique is based on mathematical equations.

Rasterizing Vector Images
 hen vector images are rasterized they are converted from
W
Bézier curves to pixels and can no longer be scaled up without
sacrificing quality.
		
Photographic images are always pixel-based. Once they are
traced in Illustrator, they are no longer considered raster or pixel
images. They have become vector images.
Bézier curves

Pierre Bézier

Combining Raster & Vector Elements
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Raster Image Types

Continuous Tone Photograph

Grayscale Image

Halftone Image

Bitmap Image

Grayscale Pixel Images
Grayscale: Light Value
Grayscale images have 256 shades of gray which is measured in
light value on screen.

Histogram

Levels Dialogue Box measures shades of gray in
light value

Grayscale values represented as light value:
0 is black & 100 is white

0 light is black

255 light is white

Grayscale Pixel Images
Grayscale: Ink Pecentage
Grayscale images can also be measured in ink density.

Histogram

Grayscale values represented as ink percentages:
0% is no ink & 100% is solid ink

Curves Dialogue Box measures gray value in either light value
or ink density. This image shows the information as ink density.
0% is no ink

100% is solid ink

Grayscale Pixel Images
Grayscale: Light vs Ink

Grayscale values represented as light value:
0 is black & 100 is white

Grayscale values represented as ink percentages:
0% is no ink & 100% is solid ink

0 light is black

0% is no ink

255 light is white

100% is solid ink

Bitmap mode
Bitmap Mode
Bitmap images have only black and white pixels. That is, 0% ink and 100% ink.
Images must be saved in bitmap mode to eliminate shades of grey.
Images converted to bitmap mode are transparent where there is no ink.

Bitmap mode - the percentages noted in the grayscale
image no longer exist in this Bitmap version. Only 0%
and 100% values exist.

This image does not have any shades of
gray, but it was not saved in bitmap mode
so technically it is a grayscale image.

Codecs: Lossy vs Lossless
What is a codec & why use one?
1. Codec is short for compression/decompression.
2. Pixel-based files (raster images) can be very large, so they are often
compressed.
3. A compressed file must be decompressed when opened.
4. Repeated compressing & decompressing can adversely effect image quality.

Lossless Codec
1. Lossless codecs reduce file size without reducing image quality.
Examples of these lossless codecs are LZW, Huffman and ZIP compression.

TIFF save box with LZW & ZIP options.

2. LZW compression is used by TIFFs, GIFs and sometimes PDFs.

Lossy Codecs
1. Lossy codecs reduce file size and can reduce image quality.
Each time the file is compressed, image data is discarded.
2. JPG is a lossy codec.
Compress images with lossy codecs infrequently and only when necessary.
When a jpg is saved again and again, so much
data is removed, that “jpg artifacts” or “noise”
occur in the image. Look at the image on the
far right. Can you see areas in the image where
data loss is occuring?

Codecs: Lossy vs Lossless
JPG standard vs. optimized vs progressive
Optimized will produce a slightly smaller file (more compression) and may
produce better color, though this may not be perceptible. If you need smaller
file size for the Web, the better way is to use “Export as” under the File menu
in Photoshop.
Progressive downloads an image to a web browser in mulitple passes.
This was important in the days of slow modems, but is not a significant
concern today. As long as you always save images for the web at the proper
resolution and use the the “Export as” command, you won’t have a problem.
JPG save box lets you pick maximum qaulity
(12) or low quality (0). Selecting maximum
quality results in the least amount of
compression.

Pixel File Formats and File Compression
PSD - Native file format & best for image editing
Can saved layered files with adjustment layers, alpha channels, masks, and
transparencies. PSD is not compressed. Can place in a print file, but best to
flatten first.

TIFF - Best format for print
Before PSD, TFFs were the standard for print files. Can save layered files, but
best to flatten and save. Lossless compression.

JPG, GIF & PNG - Best for web
Cannot save layers. Must flatten. GIF and PNG do not support CMYK.
a. Use JPG for photographic images. JPG is lossy.
b. Use GIF for flat or large fields of colors. GIF is lossless.
c. Use PNG like a GIF (considered a replacment for GIF). PNG is lossless.

PDF - Best for portable print files
Cannot save layers. Can use either JPG (lossy) or ZIP (lossless) compression.
PDF can also save vector graphics. It is not strictly a pixel-based file format.

GIF (pronounced jif) uses LZW compression. GIFs are used for the
Web and are good for non-photographic images like the diagram
at right. GIFs are not good for photographic images like the image
at left.

Image Resolution
Pixel Image Resolution for Print

PPI

300 ppi

Pixels per inch: used to measure the resolution
of an image on screen.

Pixel Image Resolution for Screen
72 ppi

Vector Image Resolution
Take a guess ______

DPI
Dots per inch: used to measure the resolution
of an image for printed materials.

The two terms are used interchangeably by
many people.

Photoshop Image Resolution
Scenario 1: resample for print

Image from digital camera with 72 ppi resolution.
17.7 x 11.8 inches
Image size = 3.12M

Wrong! Image upsampled to 300 ppi resolution.
17.7 inches x 11.8 inches
Image size = 54.2M

Correct! Image resampled to 300 ppi resolution.
4.2 x 2.8 inches
Image size = 3.12M

Photoshop Image Resolution
Scenario 2: resample for print

Image from web with 72 ppi resolution.
3.8 x 2.5 inches
Image size = 147K

Wrong! Image from web upsampled to 300 ppi.
3.8 x 2.5 inches
Image size = 2.5M

Correct! Image from web upsampled to 300 ppi.
.9 x .6 inches
Image size = 147K

Photoshop Image Resolution
Scenario 3: resample for web

Image with 300 ppi resolution.
12.8 x 8.5 inches (3840 x 2560 px)
Image size = 28.1M

Correct! Image resampled to 72 ppi resolution.
4.2 x 2.8 inches (1200 x 800 px)
Image size = 2.75M

Photoshop Image Resolution
Next, Export for web

Export 72 ppi image for web
1200 x 800 px
Image size = 483KB

Color Mode for Print
Color images must be saved as CMYK for print

Black & white images for print can be
grayscale.
B&W images for print can also be CMYK.
We’ll talk about this later.

Color images for print must be CMYK.

Color images for the screen should be RGB.

1. Big file sizes

1. Small file size

2. Printing presses print CMYK ink.

2. Screens are RGB devices

Clipping Path in Photoshop
Mask backgrounds from images

Photoshop image with no
clipping path

Photoshop image with a
clipping path. The clipping
defines the area of transparency
in an image.

Quiz

1. Raster images can be scaled up without loss of quality?
2. Vector images are based on pixels?
3. PSD is the native file format for Photoshop?
4. JPG is the best file format for print files?
5. The image resolution required for print images is ________ ppi.
6. Color images saved for the web use the _________ color model.
7. Color images saved for print use the _________ color model.
8. GIF and PNG files are good for print.
9. Abraham Lincoln was the _____ President of the United States?
10. The pixel resolution for screen devices is 72 ppi?

